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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addresses power scheduling aspects of electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. 
The use of electric vehicles (EVs) as demand response resources and the unidirectional 
vehicle-to-grid benefits obtainable are investigated. Power draw could be scheduled with 
the EV’s charger being in control of charging or via utility control. Charging cost func-
tions suitable for a charger and utility-controlled power-draw scheduling are presented.  
 Ancillary service levels possible with unidirectional vehicle-to-grid are quantified 
using different charging scenarios. Impacts of various electric and plug-in hybrid vehicle 
power-draw schedules, and the vehicles’ participation as demand-response resources on 
electricity prices are evaluated. This includes cost benefits to the owners, and load-
serving entities. Also, a discussion comparing unidirectional and bidirectional V2G bene-
fits is given.  Finally, ideas on encouraging vehicle-to-grid participation by electric vehi-
cle owners are proposed, and the role utilities or aggregators have to play is discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
As the penetration of electric vehicles increases, the aggregated load due to recharging 
batteries seen by the power grid becomes significant. Various ways of managing this load 
to benefit both the owners and the power system have spurred several research initiatives 
on the interaction and potential impacts of these vehicles on the existing power grid [1, 
2]. The term “vehicle-to-grid” (V2G) is used to refer to these interactions.   
 Most research has focused on bidirectional power flow as a means of deriving 
V2G benefits such as active power regulation, reactive power support, tracking the output 
of renewable energy sources [3], and revenue generation for the electric vehicle (EV) 
owners and aggregators [4, 5, 6]. However, bidirectional power flow must overcome the 
following problems: battery degradation due to frequent battery cycling associated with 
active power regulation [7], cost of a charger with bidirectional power flow capability, 
complex metering issues, and necessary hardware upgrades.  Real-time active power reg-
ulation required in power system operations implies frequent charge and discharge cycles 
of an EV battery with associated life reduction. A resolution of who is responsible for 
battery wear and how to monetize it would be required. A successful implementation of 
bidirectional power flow will require that extensive safety measures be in place. In prin-
ciple, it is feasible to build a safe and certified bidirectional charger interface with anti-
islanding and other safety features found in small distributed generation systems [8]. 
However, such a charger will be expensive. These factors are likely to be barriers to con-
sumer acceptance of EVs for system regulation based on V2G strategies. 
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 As will be shown in this work, nearly all desired V2G benefits can be obtained 
with a unidirectional charger (one that can charge a battery but not discharge it). With 
reasonable penetration of EVs and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and active 
control of charging current, a unidirectional charger can meet utility objectives while 
avoiding cost, performance, and safety concerns associated with bidirectional chargers. 
Unidirectional power flow eliminates interfacing issues associated with feeding active 
power back into the grid. An EV charger with unidirectional power flow can participate 
in the electricity market as both a buyer of electricity and seller of load curtailment. In 
general, EV should be taken to represent either EV or PHEV applications. The main dif-
ference is relative capacity, with an EV battery pack expected to be substantially larger 
than that in a PHEV. 
1.2 The Vehicle-to-Grid Concept 
The V2G concept, shown in Figure 1.1, is a system in which EVs sell demand-response 
services by injecting power into the grid or by adjusting their charging rate according to 
prevailing power system conditions [9]. In general, electric power can flow in both direc-
tions—from the grid to the charger and vice versa. Each vehicle must possess an electri-
cal connection to the grid, communication, and onboard metering to provide or obtain 
V2G services and benefits. The grid operator sends control signals which may go directly 
to each individual vehicle or to an aggregator which in turn dispatches each vehicle [10].  
The form and level of response will depend on the types of demand-response programs 
and contractual agreements in which the respective vehicle is participating.  
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Figure 1.1: Vehicle-to-grid concept 
 
 The aggregator can be either of two different entities: one is primarily established 
for business and in charge of a local area, while the other is primarily a large commercial  
establishment with a natural aggregation such as parking lot of a shopping mall, an air-
port, a stadium etc. However, these two entities have different business goals. The former 
is established to make profits, and makes price deals to the EV owners, while the latter is 
for customer service and provides charging convenience while the owners go about their 
business. Owners of large parking facilities will have tighter controls in terms of charging 
rates and be subject to internal economic goals. For instance, a shopping mall parking lot 
may have limits on charging rates and amount of energy that can be drawn during a time 
interval. On the other hand, aggregators primarily established for business must meet 
each EVs specified energy needs and may control how and when the energy is drawn 
depending on the EV owner’s preference. 
 Electric vehicles equipped with bidirectional flow capability have been demon-
strated to provide ancillary services including regulation to the grid in real time. Kempton 
[11, 12] used an electric vehicle to provide regulation services using real-time dispatch 
signals from the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM). If the signal 
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indicates a need for an increase or decrease in energy, the battery discharges or charges. 
The charge and discharge process of a battery is termed cycling. Research on unidirec-
tional charging has involved developing optimal charging strategies by maximizing ag-
gregator profits and investigating the impact on distribution networks [5, 13]. This thesis 
will address unidirectional charging, and henceforth V2G services will refer to those ob-
tained with active power flow only from the grid to the EV battery, except when other-
wise stated. New charging strategies based on price and DAM bidding are developed and 
presented. An overview on EV charging levels (level I, II and III), ancillary services, 
demand-side management, classification of electricity markets and electricity pricing will 
be discussed. 
1.3 EVs as “Energy Loads” 
A load whose energy need has no flexibility in terms of quantity, and thus must be met, 
can be termed an “energy load.” The utility or load serving entity (LSE) has an obligation 
to meet this demand without any shortfall. For instance, a utility could be under a con-
tractual agreement to meet a certain demand such as an industrial load, over a given peri-
od. Failure to meet this demand would result in a blackout since demand for energy must 
always equal supply. As a result, the utility must do everything in its power to meet such 
a demand. EVs are energy loads by nature. An EV owner needs a certain amount of ener-
gy delivered over a specified interval to meet driving energy needs. From the utility’s 
perspective, no flexibility exists in the energy amount or timing of energy delivery. How-
ever, for EVs, the owner has the flexibility to specify the needed energy quantity and 
time of energy delivery. This leads to an inherent time flexibility that can support ancil-
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lary services. In this thesis, energy guarantee is emphasized in the power-draw scheduling 
strategies presented. 
1.4 Overview of EV Charging Rate Levels 
Driven by safety and life cycle cost, utilities and automobile manufacturers have evaluat-
ed several methods of  connecting EVs to off-board equipment for charging. The next 
subsections identify three different EV charging levels defined in the SAE J1772-2010 
standard [14].  
1.4.1 Level 1 charging 
The level 1 method uses a standard 120 VAC, 15 A (12 A usable) or 20 A (16 A usable) 
branch circuit that is the most common convenience outlet voltage level found in both 
residential and commercial buildings in the United States. Level 1 charging equipment is 
typically installed on the vehicle and the 120 VAC is brought to the vehicle through a 
plug and cord set [15]. The ability to charge at level 1 is important due to the ubiquity of 
120 VAC outlets. This comes handy in many situations, even though a long recharge 
period is inevitable. The maximum charge rate for level 1 is roughly 2 kW, resulting in 
prolonged charge times if daily EV energy demand is on the order of 10 kWh or more.  
1.4.2 Level 2 charging 
Level 2 charging uses a 240 V outlet and can provide an electric vehicle up to 70 A of 
charging current, although 30 A and 50 A outlets are common in residential installations. 
It is described as the primary and preferred method for an electric vehicle to charge at 
both private and public facilities. The SAE J1772 document [14] is the standard for level 
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2 charging in North America. Level 2 provides for a much higher charging power when 
compared to level 1, thus reducing charge time. It is also the basis for many publicized 
charging infrastructure projects [15, 16]. 
1.4.3 Level 3 charging 
 “Fast charging” at level 3 is envisioned for commercial and public applications and is 
intended to mimic a conventional gasoline service station. Level 3 typically uses an off-
board charge system serviced by a 480 VAC, three-phase circuit. In practice, this equip-
ment ranges from 60 kW to 150 kW. A level 3 charger seeks to allow an electric vehicle 
to achieve 50% charge in 10 to 15 minutes [15]. Recently, there are commercial DC fast 
chargers that can provide 250 kW at 50–700 DC. Subject to the battery’s charging elec-
tronics and chemistry, such a charger can recharge a 25 kWh battery from 0% to 80% in 
less than 10 minutes [17]. Level 3 chargers supply high voltages and hundreds of am-
peres to the client battery, thus resulting in very short recharge time. Level 3 charging is 
unlikely in a residential environment since residential access to three-phase power is lim-
ited.  
 Depending on the location and need, EV owners will have a choice among the 
aforementioned charging levels. In this thesis, only Levels 1 and 2 are considered be-
cause they are readily accessed and provide the timing flexibility needed for V2G ser-
vices. In other words, they result in longer recharge times when compared to level 3 and 
thus are useful for V2G services due to longer availability. 
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1.5 Ancillary Services 
There are several services in place to adjust electricity generation to meet the balance 
between power supply and demand. These are collectively referred to as ancillary ser-
vices [18].  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) order 888 [19], a document 
ordering changes to the electricity industry, acknowledged six ancillary services. These 
were chosen because they are uniquely measurable and have distinct impacts on system 
reliability criteria, and they are grouped according to the following reliability objectives: 
• Operating Reserves 
- Regulation 
- Spinning 
- Supplemental 
• Bulk Transmission Reliability 
- Reactive power supply 
- Frequency response 
• Emergency Service 
- Black-start capability 
Services under Operating Reserves are put in place to ensure there is always enough sup-
ply to meet demand at every point in time. The Bulk Transmission reliability objective is 
responsible for ensuring network reliability, while the Emergency Service objective deals 
with the restoration of the bulk electric system after a failure. Ancillary services are pro-
vided by various contracted generation resources controlled in real time by the independ-
ent system operator (ISO). Power system operations require electricity generation to 
match demand throughout the day to maintain voltage and frequency balance. Since there 
is very limited storage and demand changes all the time, power system operators must 
adjust electricity output to meet the prevailing demand at all times; an imbalance in de-
mand and supply could lead to grid instability and a subsequent blackout. Some of the 
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ancillary services that EVs can provide have been identified in [20] and are discussed 
below.  
1.5.1 Regulation services 
Regulation services, also referred to as automatic generation control (AGC), allow the 
system operator to physically balance power supply and demand on a real-time basis 
[21]. Conventionally, these services are provided by generating resources that can adjust 
their output within a very short time, typically (2 to 4 s). This is to ensure that the grid 
frequency remains in a certain tolerable band, usually 59.95 Hz–60.05 Hz as shown in 
Figure 1.2. Some markets split regulation services into regulation-up and regulation-
down services. Regulation-up denotes the need for an increase in power generation while 
regulation-down denotes a need for a decrease in generation.  
 Fast power electronics present in the charging systems of EVs or PHEVs make 
them an attractive choice for these services, because they can adjust their power usage 
quickly and provide regulation services within the desired time frame. Regulation ser-
vices are considered one of the power system benefits that can be obtained from aggre-
gated unidirectional EV charging. 
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Figure 1.2: Energy balance 
1.5.2 Spinning reserves 
Spinning reserves serve as an additional generation capacity capable of quickly providing 
power typically within 10 min, at the request of the grid operator. Generators providing 
spinning reserves are synchronized to the grid and are paid for their availability, even 
though they may not be producing any power. If the spinning reserve is requested, the 
generators are paid an additional amount at the prevailing market clearing price when the 
energy is delivered. Although EVs and PHEVs can perform this service by adjusting their 
power usage at the request of the grid operator, spinning reserves are only needed a few 
times a year [22]. Thus they do not induce significant incentives. EVs are likely to benefit 
more by partaking in regulation services [20].  
1.6 Demand-Side Management 
Managing EVs to perform services such as regulation is termed demand-side manage-
ment. The ability of certain loads to reduce their demand in response to high electricity 
prices makes them an attractive alternative option to employing expensive peak-load 
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generators. In essence, the need for increased generation is tantamount to the need for a 
demand decrease. These demand-side resources participate in the market by curtailing 
their load when the need arises and in return receive a payment. The payment depends on 
the amount of decrease and prevailing market prices. Demand-side management pro-
grams commonly used fall under the following categories: demand response, load man-
agement, energy efficiency and distributed generation [18].  
 Demand response (DR), according to [18], is defined as “the changes in electric 
usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to  
changes in electricity prices over time, or to incentive payments designed to encourage 
lower consumption at times of wholesale market prices or when reliability is jeopard-
ized.” DR programs provide electricity cost reduction by avoiding the use of expensive 
assets during peak periods.   
 DR can be broken into two categories, namely passive and active DR. In passive 
DR, the grid operator notifies the consumer about prevailing prices. Consumers are free 
to react to these price variations or not. In active DR the grid operator or utility has a con-
tract that determines the utility’s level of control. It should be noted that the magnitude of 
curtailment in any case will be in accordance with the applicable contractual provision. 
An example of such a provision is a price rate structure built into the programs, giving 
the participants varying levels of incentives in form of cash payments or bill credits, de-
pending on the degree of participation. An example of active DR is demand-side bidding, 
which involves demand-side resources that bid into a wholesale electricity market, offer-
ing load reductions or purchasing energy at certain prices. If the curtailment offer or en-
ergy demand bid is rejected, the load can choose to respond to prices at the prevailing 
rate. EVs participating in passive DR, such as price-sensitive charging, and active DR 
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programs, such as interruptible-charging and demand-side bidding, are considered de-
mand-response resources (DRRs) and will be used as case studies in Chapter 4 to evalu-
ate potential end-user and utility benefits. Typically, DRRs participate in day-ahead elec-
tricity markets (DAM). 
1.7 Classification of Electricity Markets 
EV owners participate in the electricity market by subscribing to one or more DR pro-
grams. These markets are broken into the DAM and real-time/balancing market, depend-
ing on the time the market is cleared. In the DAM, sellers submit offers for the quantity 
of energy they wish to sell at certain prices a day ahead of when the energy will be deliv-
ered. The sellers can consist of various generating units willing to produce power and 
demand-side participants willing to curtail load. Bulk buyers submit bids indicating their 
willingness to purchase power a day ahead of when the energy will be actually used. 
Buyers have the option of making use of price-sensitive or fixed demand bids. The ISO 
determines successful offers, and bids and the resulting market clearing price, by running 
an optimal power-flow algorithm. The day-ahead market will be considered when evalu-
ating cost benefits to LSEs. 
 Sections 1.8–1.11 provide an overview of electricity costs and electricity pricing 
useful in studying the impacts of price incentives on EV charging profiles.  They shed 
light on the need for power system loads to align their energy consumption with prevail-
ing conditions, and the resulting economic benefits.  
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1.8 Overview of Electricity Costs 
The total cost of generating and delivering electricity to consumers may be separated into 
the following four fundamental categories of basic services: customer services, distribu-
tion services, transmission services and generation services. The costs of providing cus-
tomer, distribution, and transmission facilities are largely fixed. However, the marginal 
costs of providing generation services vary significantly over time and locations. Mar-
ginal costs are defined as the changes in power system costs caused by a small change in 
demand. Marginal costs vary because, essentially, electricity is not stored and demand 
changes all the time. Therefore, generators with various fuel costs will be the marginal 
power source at different times. Marginal costs also change by location because transmis-
sion constraints and losses may prevent the least expensive energy supply from serving 
the load, thus making it more expensive to deliver energy to some locations than others. 
1.9 Electricity Pricing 
The electric power industry faces important challenges as it adapts to evolving wholesale 
and retail markets [23]. Two important challenges are: (1) maintaining reliability and 
efficient operation of the existing power system, and (2) ensuring adequate generation, 
transmission, and distribution resources in the future. Retail electricity pricing and appro-
priate rate design play a central role in each of these areas. Also, as the adoption of EVs 
increases, appropriate retail pricing structures become critical in managing this emerging 
power system load. The next sub-sections discuss some of these pricing structures that 
could be imposed on EV owners by utilities. 
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1.9.1 The connection between wholesale and retail markets 
It is important to establish a strong connection between wholesale and retail electricity 
markets to improve power system operations. At present, the two sides are largely dis-
jointed. On the supply side, wholesale prices vary widely over time and location. Some-
times they change dramatically from one day to the next due to unexpected changes in 
availability of generating units or demand. On the demand side, consumers face fixed 
retail rates (traditional rates) and as such have no incentive to use electricity differently 
on high-cost days versus low-cost days. This implies that consumer demand for electrici-
ty is largely independent of power system operations, resulting in inefficient use of gen-
eration and transmission resources. If end-users face retail prices that reflect wholesale 
market conditions, there will be an incentive to use electricity more effectively, thus lead-
ing to reduced cost and improved reliability.  
1.9.2 Traditional retail rates 
Retail electricity rates are set in advance for a broad class of customers (for instance, all 
residential or commercial customers) whose usage patterns can vary widely. The fixed 
level reflects the average cost of serving customers in a particular class over a chosen 
time period (a season or year) and implies that some customers will pay more than the 
actual cost while others will pay less. This existing cross subsidy of high-cost customers 
by low-cost customers is a barrier to improving efficiency. 
1.9.3 Locational marginal pricing 
Locational marginal pricing (LMP) is a market-pricing approach that accounts for mar-
ginal costs associated with electricity production, as discussed previously. LMP provides 
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market participants a clear signal of electricity price at specified locations on the grid. It 
varies because the marginal costs of electricity production vary. Retail pricing structures 
that closely follow the LMP are considered efficient. 
1.10 Efficient Pricing 
Efficient pricing has always been known as a fundamental principle of sound electric 
utility rate-making and is traditionally composed of two important features [23]. First, it 
must be fair to end-users—that is, it must minimize cross-subsidies between groups of 
customers, and to utilities, and recapture incurred costs. Second, resource costs must be 
minimized to attain a given level of energy services while ensuring reliability. 
 Retail prices that reflect changing wholesale market costs are more efficient than 
traditional fixed rates. Wholesale market prices have two essential features: (1) signifi-
cant hourly volatility, (2) uncertainty about future values. This combination implies risks 
for energy providers and end-users depending on how it is managed and allocated. At the 
same time, end-users have varying tolerance for risks. Therefore, efficient pricing reflects 
varying wholesale prices and relevant risks to energy providers, and it offers choices de-
signed to meet diverse end-user risk preferences.  
1.11 Categories of Efficient Time-Based Retail Pricing 
The time-varying nature of wholesale energy prices suggests that efficient retail prices 
should vary over time. Since prices can vary over time in a number of different ways, a 
plethora of pricing strategies is possible. These may range from hourly real-time pricing 
that closely reflects hourly variations in marginal costs, to seasonal flat prices that reflect 
seasonal differences in the average of expected hourly marginal costs over a specified 
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time period. In sections 1.10.1–1.10.3, a few efficient time-based retail rate structures 
will be discussed. These retail structures vary by the degree of risk passed on to the con-
sumers. 
1.11.1 Hourly pricing 
This pricing strategy closely reflects whole-sale energy prices (LMP) with a mark-up to 
retail consumers. Typical customers are those interested in the lowest possible price and 
willing to be exposed to the varying prices inherent in wholesale markets. A form of 
hourly pricing in which the prices are announced at the time of charging is proposed and 
discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 1.3 illustrates an example LMP profile on a typical sum-
mer day. This hourly pricing structure gives consumers incentives to respond to prices 
that reflect wholesale market conditions. 
 
 
Figure 1.3: LMP profile on 07/01/2009 [24] 
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1.11.2 Daily Pricing 
In daily pricing structures, prices are fixed across blocks of time, but the price for at least 
one of the blocks, or certain hours within the block, has the potential to vary daily or sea-
sonally. These prices will be announced on either a day-ahead or hour-ahead basis. Ex-
amples of pricing structures are as follows: 
• Day-type time-of-use (TOU) rates: In this rate structure, multiple TOU price pro-
files are established in advance to reflect expected wholesale energy costs. The 
appropriate profile is announced a day ahead. 
• Variable peak rate: A fixed off-peak price is established, but the on-peak price is 
allowed to vary to reflect energy market prices. These on-peak rates are an-
nounced a day ahead. 
• Critical peak pricing (CPP): This price structure typically consists of an estab-
lished TOU rate plus a critical price that is significantly higher than the TOU peak 
price. This additional critical price applies only to days marked as critical by the 
utility.  Critical days are those with unusually high energy costs and do not hap-
pen often. The utility can announce a critical day on a day-ahead or same-day ba-
sis.  
• Variable CPP: In this variety of CPP, multiple critical prices are pre-established 
and the appropriate price that is best aligned with prevailing market conditions is 
announced on the critical day. The advantage in having multiple CPPs is as fol-
lows: First, if the CPP is set too high, the utility can only call for such a price lev-
el on exceptionally high cost days, which are rare. Second, if the CPP is set to a 
moderate level, it will accurately reflect wholesale energy costs on most high cost 
days. However, the price could be too low on days when energy costs are unusu-
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ally high.  With variable CPPs, appropriate rates can be selected to match various 
conditions. 
1.11.3 Fixed TOU pricing 
Prices are fixed within each TOU pricing period as shown in Figure 1.4. Pricing periods 
may be defined according to the time of day (on-peak, off-peak and mid-peak period) or 
day of week (for instance weekday or weekend). TOU prices are fixed and established in 
advance thus signaling customers about general differences in costs by time period. They 
provide an incentive for customers to shift load from peak to off-peak periods. 
 
Figure 1.4: Example time-of-use (TOU) price rate [25] 
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various charging scenarios is proposed. An optimization problem governing charge 
scheduling is formulated. A positive charging-cost coefficient is emphasized, implying 
that it would be comparatively more expensive for an EV owner to charge at a higher rate 
than at a lower rate. Furthermore, a utility-enforced charging rate threshold penalizes 
every kilowatt increase in charge rate above this threshold. The goal of this proposition is 
to encourage EV owners to limit charging, especially during peak periods or if they are 
located on feeders with heavy loading. A means of managing feeder loading due to high 
penetration of charging EVs is analyzed and simulated, and the reactive power capabili-
ties of a unidirectional charger are analyzed and demonstrated.  
1.13 Thesis Outline 
A power scheduling scheme is discussed in Chapter 2 as well as its use in the provision 
of active power regulation, feeder load management and reactive power support. The 
vehicle-to-grid benefits that can be obtained from unidirectional charging, and the use of 
EVs and PHEVs as a DRR along with the mathematical modeling and analysis, are given 
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a comprehensive simulation is performed on several charging 
scenarios and test cases which are aimed at providing insight into the scale of benefits 
possible with unidirectional V2G interaction along with a discussion of ways to facilitate 
adoption by EV owners. An examination of ways to make it easy for EV owners to adopt 
is discussed. A conclusion summarizing key ideas is provided in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2  
UNIDIRECTIONAL CHARGING STRATEGIES 
2.1 Introduction 
It is necessary to have a mechanism in place to control charging in order to yield benefits 
to both EV owners and the utility. This is typically termed smart charging [10]. Any use-
ful smart charging strategy is geared towards peak-load shaving by encouraging off-peak 
charging. It also goes further by providing a means of ensuring the needs of the vehicle 
owner are met as well as the needs of the grid; such as matching load with generation, 
frequency regulation, and avoiding feeder overloads in a distribution system due to mul-
tiple vehicles charging at the same time. Some vehicles will yield higher benefits to own-
ers and the utility than others. The scale of benefits will be largely dependent on the im-
posed charging constraints. A PHEV, which can be thought of as an electric vehicle with 
an on-board range extender that uses gasoline to provide energy when the battery has 
been discharged, will have more flexible constraints (time at which charging must be 
complete) and can handle an energy shortfall. In the event that the battery management 
system could not meet the energy objective, it would simply use more gasoline. However, 
a pure electric vehicle will typically have tighter charging constraints and benefits may be 
dependent on risks the EV owner is willing to take.  
2.2 Power-Draw Scheduling Strategies  
A vehicle, at time of grid connection, can be set to draw specific amounts of energy at 
times when the price of electricity is the lowest. In this case, the charger is assumed to be 
informed on the prevailing dynamic electricity prices and schedules accordingly. This is 
referred to as charger-controlled scheduling as the charger is responsible solely for 
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scheduling its power draw without interference from the utility. There are two forms of 
charger controlled power-draw scheduling—cost function based power-draw scheduling 
and price-sensitive energy bidding.  Cost function based scheduling involves the optimi-
zation of a function governing the EVs charging profile. Price-sensitive energy bidding 
involves energy purchase from the day-ahead market, and is presented in Section 2.2.4.  
Another proposed scheduling strategy is one in which the utility has some meas-
ure of control of the schedule and can interrupt it when necessary; this is termed utility-
interruptible charger-controlled power-draw scheduling. The final proposed scheduling 
strategy is one in which the utility is fully in control of charging and is termed utility-
controlled power-draw scheduling. All power-draw scheduling strategies except price-
sensitive energy bidding must guarantee delivery of the requested kilowatt-hours (kWh) 
by the end of the charging period. The first two charging strategies are solely price-based 
cost functions while the latter could be based on cost functions reflecting the present need 
of the utility (cost of charging, power-draw minimization, etc.). Several utility cost func-
tions have been proposed in [26]; however, a formulation minimizing power draw and 
guaranteeing energy for EV owners is presented. 
2.2.1 Charger-controlled cost function-based power draw  
Cost-function scheduling strategies make the grid-connected vehicle or utility completely 
responsible for its power-draw management without interference from the utility. With 
this strategy, the utility broadcasts pricing information based on which the connected 
vehicle will schedule its power draw. However, a connected vehicle is assumed to charge 
at its maximum possible rate when the price of electricity is lowest. With a significant 
penetration of EVs, the power draw seen by the grid could become large at times when 
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the prices of electricity are lowest. Even with enough grid capacity to handle this aggre-
gated load, there could be feeder overloading issues in areas with a large concentration of 
charging EVs. To circumvent this issue, the power draw might be limited (power-draw 
slackness) during each charging sub-period (such as one hour intervals) at the request of 
the utility. A pricing policy penalizing power demand above a utility-specified threshold 
would serve to encourage power-draw slackness (the spread of charging over long 
enough period) while still allowing the EV owner to charge at any level. 
 At the time of plug-in, the charger runs an optimization procedure to determine 
the schedule. The optimization problem is given by  
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This is associated with cost 
 
0( )k k k kC P C Pα= + ×  (2.2) 
The retail rate, given by   
 { }0 0 0( ) 0,k k kCC C P P P Pθ θ ≤= + − = ∀  (2.3) 
is used to determine the charging cost for a given charging period. 
In the above equations, 
 J is the charging cost function, 
 αk is the weight on hourly power draw at time k,    
 Ck0 is the base hourly price of electricity, 
 Pk is the scheduled power draw at time k, 
 P0 is the utility enforced charging rate threshold, 
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 ∆t is the length of charging sub-period in hours, 
 Pmax is the maximum charge rate permitted, 
 h is the plug-in time,  
 H is the user set time for charging completion, 
 Edes is the desired amount of energy from the grid,  
 θ is the retail rate for Pk>P0. 
The constraints in (2.1) guarantee energy subject to the maximum power transfer capabil-
ity of the charger. Depending on electricity prices and load levels, charging can be done 
according to the cost function J given by (2.1). The optimal schedule shapes the charging 
profile in alignment with the prevailing power system conditions. The cost function 
weight α in (2.2) will be set by the charger as a means of regulating its power demand at 
prevailing hourly prices. The value θ in (2.3) is used to penalize demand above a utility 
enforced threshold. It should be noted that setting α=0 in (2.2) implies no penalty for 
higher charging rates, thus permitting the charger to draw maximum power at periods 
when the price of electricity is lowest. The utility may not prefer this.  
2.2.2 “Utility-interruptible” charger-controlled power draw 
With utility interruptible power draw, the charger initially schedules the power draw 
based on owner preference. However, the utility can interrupt charging by sending either 
updated price or distress signals with the aim of either increasing or reducing charging. 
The charger then responds to such signals by updating its schedule. The problem formu-
lation is similar to (2.1) with the utility being able to update the value of αk at time k de-
pending on system conditions. This method opens up several implementation possibili-
ties. One is a contractual agreement in which an EV owner can have an arrangement with 
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the utility stipulating a charging rate and permitting utility control of charging during 
peak periods or contingencies in return for reduced rates.  
2.2.3 Utility-controlled power draw  
Utility-controlled charging strategies are based on cost functions that reflect the utility’s 
objectives. A cost function based on maximizing the load factor of EVs can be used as an 
alternative to the price-based cost function for utility-controlled charge scheduling. It can 
be formulated in a variety of ways, some of which are presented in [26, 27]. Load factor, 
according to [28], is defined as “the ratio of the average demand over a period to the 
maximum demand over that same period.” The load factor illustrates how well the utili-
ty’s resources are being used. From the utility’s stand point, the optimal load factor 
would be 1.00 since the system has to be designed to meet the maximum demand. 
 Maximizing the load factor of charging EVs on a distribution feeder is identical to 
minimizing the EVs’ peak power draw for a fixed energy demand, during a given charg-
ing period. Let the power draw and energy consumed during sub-period k (each hour of 
the charging period) by EV j be Pkj and Ekj, respectively, where k ϵ [0,H]. Assuming a 
constant voltage V, the current draw of EV j, Ikj is related to the power draw Pkj by 
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Thus, the maximum and average current draw are given by 
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where Pmax,j and Pavg,j  are the maximum and average charging power of EV j. 
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The load factor (LF) is given by 
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As a result, maximizing the LF implies minimizing the maximum current draw as well as 
feeder losses [26]. This, in effect, minimizes the peak power draw of the EV. 
 The utility can schedule power draw for N EVs based on the results of the prior 
analysis with the formulation 
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 (2.7) 
where Etot,j is the total energy requested by EV j. The constraints in (2.7) assure energy 
guarantee subject to the charger’s maximum power transfer capability. The factor γk is a 
cost function weight that can be used to penalize the power draw each hour of the charg-
ing period. This weight is set to 1.00 for the optimal LF. The aim of (2.7) is to minimize 
the hourly power draw of each EV and its solution yields the optimal charging schedule. 
2.2.4 Price-sensitive energy bid 
Price-sensitive bidding involves the EV owner bidding for energy in the day-ahead mar-
ket and locking in a price rate, thus hedging against uncertainties in the real-time (balanc-
ing) market. For example, an EV owner may set a price-energy schedule detailing the 
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desired amount of energy to be purchased at specific price ranges and hours, similar to 
other bulk industrial buyers. If the price at which the buyer is willing to purchase energy 
is higher than the market clearing price, the bid will be accepted, otherwise it will be re-
jected. An EV owner can choose to bid for various quantities of energy at preferred prices 
up to the retail rate to reduce the chance of an energy bid being completely rejected. At 
worst, an EV owner could anticipate cost at the prevailing retail rate, which becomes a 
maximum price in Figure 2.1. The EV owner keeps the DAM price even if prices in the 
real-time market are higher. An example is the PJM’s two-market settlement process [29] 
which could be applicable to EVs. There is also an opportunity to purchase energy in the 
real-time market at real-time prices if the bids were not accepted in the DAM or need 
extra energy.   
 EV owners pay a risk premium by bidding for energy in the DAM, as prices in the 
real-time market could be less. The owner must be able to handle an energy shortfall 
should the bidding price be too low. DAM bidding gives the EV owner complete respon-
sibility for the quantity and price at which energy is bought. A natural tendency to mini-
mize cost will lead to price responsiveness. This implies that every bid price for a kWh of 
electrical energy gives information about the EV owner’s desire to acquire a certain 
amount of energy. Thus, an EV owner who wants energy at peak hours will bid more and 
pay more to acquire it. In Figure 2.1, ρmax is the EV owner bid price threshold above 
which no energy would be delivered (ρmax could be the retail price of electricity), E is the 
quantity of energy purchased at ρmax, Emax is the maximum energy request, and Es is the 
energy shortfall with MCP=ρmax. If the MCP is less than or equal to ρ0, the maximum 
energy requested will be delivered. A price-sensitive bid process carries delivery risk and 
is relatively complicated for an individual vehicle owner. Most likely, such a method 
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would be employed by an aggregator, who would need to find other ways to mitigate 
delivery risk, or implemented in a simplified manner internal to a charger. 
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Figure 2.1: Energy bid function 
 Charging based on price or load factor will fully charge an EV because it is ex-
plicitly enforced in the constraints of the formulation as given in (2.1) and (2.7). Howev-
er, charging based on energy bidding may result in an energy shortfall due to low bid 
prices on the part of the EV owner. As a result, an EV might not fully charge during a 
desired period. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, which shows the energy profile of an EV 
requesting 20 kWh for a 10 h period using the various charging strategies discussed. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: EV charging strategies 
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Notice the energy shortfall when the minimum price and energy bid charging profiles are 
compared. It should be noted that price-sensitive bidding might not always lead to an 
energy shortfall as it depends on the bid prices and the prevailing MCP. 
 Simplicity and ease-of-use would be of utmost importance to EV owners. Thus, 
every EV charging strategy must have a measure of automation built into the chargers to 
simplify efforts on the part of the EV owner. For instance, charger- or utility-controlled 
power draw could be automated by a built-in “charger-utility communication.” At plug-
in, the charger automatically downloads all necessary information to schedule the power 
draw. The advanced metering infrastructure [30] provides the two-way communication 
and metering necessary to implement these strategies. The EV owner only needs to speci-
fy the energy amount. In price-sensitive energy bidding, an EV owner would submit a 
“preferred charge price worksheet” during sign-up with the utility or aggregator. This 
worksheet would include the maximum energy demand based on vehicle battery capacity. 
The EV owner would only need to communicate the desired energy request via the in-
stalled communication mechanism (possibly a web-based interface or smart-phone appli-
cation). The utility or aggregator would use the information from the worksheet and the 
specified energy request to construct a bid function similar to that shown in Figure 2.1. A 
message could be sent to the EV owner seeking permission to increase bid prices if the 
utility or aggregator determines that the bids are too low on any day. The EV owner 
could decide to yield to the warning or disregard it. 
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CHAPTER 3  
UNIDIRECTIONAL VEHICLE-TO-GRID BENEFITS 
3.1 Introduction 
EVs derive all of their energy from electricity, and PHEVs most likely will derive as 
much as possible. The daily energy use for driving 33 miles in a typical passenger car 
would be on the order of 10 kWh [31], making it a large household load. For instance, the 
time needed to recharge a 16 kWh battery using level 2 charging is between 2 and 5 
hours [14], depending on the maximum power enforced by the battery management sys-
tem.  Since a majority of vehicles are parked most of the time [20], there is an opportuni-
ty for them to be plugged in from 8 to 15 hours a day. The difference between the time 
needed for actual charging and the length of time the vehicle is plugged in yields a timing 
flexibility that can be exploited to provide grid services. In other words, a benefit is ob-
tained from the ability to control both the timing of power draw and amount. It should be 
noted that vehicles connecting with a greater amount of “loose time” would offer more 
charging flexibility to provide regulation services and thus could reap a larger benefit. In 
contrast, if an owner connects with limited time and an urgent charge requirement, the 
prevailing rates will apply, perhaps with an added premium based on high-demand costs. 
3.2 Active Power Regulation 
Active power regulation can be performed with a unidirectional charging EV or PHEV 
by modulating its charging rate about a “preferred operating point (POP)” [5, 32]. This 
operating point is the optimal scheduled power draw of the EV determined from Eq.  
(2.1). By varying the charge rate about this point, regulation-up and regulation-down 
service, which is the amount by which an EV can increase or decrease its charging rate 
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from the POP, can be performed. It is assumed that the regulation-up and -down dispatch 
signal averages to zero over each charging sub-period [10]. This is true because energy 
guarantee must be enforced and should be in accordance with the charge schedule. Since 
an EV’s power draw is insignificant at the grid scale, the real impact is felt when many of 
these vehicles are aggregated. The battery management systems (BMS) of each EV will 
coordinate these activities with the grid operator (or aggregator) [33] accordingly, while 
ensuring the BMS can meet its energy objectives. The aggregator will handle the regula-
tion dispatch of each contracted EV. When the load dispatch command is received from 
the grid operator, the aggregator will determine which online loads (charging EVs) to 
dispatch in order to meet the load-change request by the grid operator. The charging pro-
file of an EV performing regulation services is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: EV charging profile illustration 
In the figure, 
Minc is contracted regulation up capacity, 
Mred is contracted regulation down capacity, 
POP is the optimal scheduled charging rate for each sub-period. 
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The dashed lines must not exceed the maximum charge rate or fall below the POP while 
the dotted lines cannot exceed the POP or fall below zero. A negative regulation-up con-
tract implies injection of power back into the grid and it is explicitly avoided.  
 Two types of payments, capacity and energy, are considered in computing the 
revenue each unidirectional charger can generate. The annual revenue is thus given by 
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where 
,
d
cap kρ  is the regulation market clearing price (RMCP) at hour k and on day d, ,d el kρ
is the market clearing price, 
,
d
reg kP  is the regulation capacity, n is the number of days con-
sidered (set to 365), H is the charging period and t∆ is the time interval (one hour). For 
instance, an EV providing a 3 kW hourly regulation capacity for a daily period of 5 
hours, with an RMCP of $0.02/kWh, will generate an annual revenue of about $110. 
3.3 Reactive Power Support 
The generation or absorption of reactive power is characterized by the current phase shift 
with respect to the applied voltage. This is given for a single phase system by  
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where V and I are RMS quantities [34]. The first part of the right-hand side of (3.3) gives 
the instantaneous real power absorption or injection, while the second part gives the in-
stantaneous reactive power absorption or injection. From (3.2)–(3.3), δ<β indicates a 
phase-leading current with respect to the applied voltage v(t), thus implying reactive 
power injection, while δ>β implies absorption. In transmission and distribution systems, 
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reactive power flow significantly influences the line voltages. Areas experiencing low 
voltages will receive a voltage boost by the injection of a significant amount of reactive 
power while areas experiencing higher than nominal voltages can receive a voltage de-
crease by absorption of a significant amount of reactive power. This is illustrated using a 
load flow analysis on a transmission system. 
  In a transmission system, the line resistance is typically much less than the line’s 
inductive reactance (r<<x). Consider an N-bus transmission system wherein the active 
and reactive power injection at bus-i are given respectively by the following equations: 
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where 
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The Jacobian matrix, otherwise known as the sensitivity matrix given by 
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 (3.6) 
could be used to illustrate the impact of reactive power on the voltage profile of an area. 
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From (3.4)–(3.6) the following set of equations and assumptions can be used to show this 
impact:  
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For a transmission system, it can be assumed that r<<x implying Gij≈0 and also θi-θj≈0 
[34]. This implies from (3.7) that 
 0, 0i i
j j
P Q
V θ
∂ ∂
≈ ≈∂ ∂  (3.8) 
From (3.7), the strong coupling between reactive power (Q) and voltage is evident. How-
ever, in distribution lines, the assumption that r<<x cannot be made, and there is also a 
coupling between active power and voltage. This coupling is not considered here. 
 A unidirectional EV or PHEV charger can provide reactive power support to the 
grid at the request of the grid operator with appropriate control of its charging current. 
Every charger is likely to have a power factor correction (PFC) front end (comprising 
either a diode bridge followed by a boost topology or a fully controlled bridge) [35]. This 
is shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. If the input current is controlled to lag or lead the 
input voltage, reactive power can be absorbed or produced as the battery charges. In order 
to understand the level of reactive power capability available from unidirectional 
chargers, a diode bridge power factor corrected (PFC) circuit shown in Figure 3.2 is ana-
lyzed and demonstrated.  
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Figure 3.2: Diode bridge PFC 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Full bridge PFC 
 An ideal PFC converter appears resistive to the grid, implying a unity power fac-
tor and a 0% total harmonic distortion (THD) of the input current [36, 37]. This is 
achieved by controlling the input current to follow the input voltage. Although it is not 
the usual practice, the phase angle between the current and voltage can be adjusted to 
provide a desired amount of reactive power. An analysis to show the reactive power ca-
pability of a pure unidirectional circuit, given in Section 3.3.1, will provide more insight 
into the level of support possible. In Figure 3.2, natural commutation of the diodes causes 
distortion in the input current when it is phase-shifted from the input voltage [38]. An 
assessment of the input current waveform is necessary to investigate the distortion im-
pact. An input current THD less than 5% should be maintained to conform to standard 
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practice [39]. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows distortion in the input current due to its 
phase shift with respect to the input voltage.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Distortion due to input current phase lead 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Distortion due to input current phase lag 
3.3.1 Reactive power capability analysis 
The phase shift angle δ is given by 
 v iδ θ θ= −  (3.9) 
where θv is the voltage angle and θi is the current angle. From the Fourier series represen-
tation of the input current given by 
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the harmonic content of the input current waveform can be characterized [40]. This is 
done by applying 
 
2 2
0
1 ( )2rmsi i d
pi θ θ
pi
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where Im is the amplitude of the input current and the definition of total harmonic distor-
tion (THD) given by 
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The THD of the input current waveform as a function of the phase shift δ (leading or lag-
ging) is analytically computed to be 
 
2
21 2 ( 2 ) 2 (2 ) 2( 2 ) (2 )cos sTHD in
pi
pi δ δ pi δ δ− + + − − + −=  (3.15) 
Given a sinusoidal input voltage, Figure 3.6 shows the THD of the input current as a 
function of increasing phase shift angle δ (leading or lagging). 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Variation of THD with input current phase shifts 
 Figure 3.6 yields an approximately 8° limit for THD less than 5%. This corre-
sponds to a reactive power supply capability equal to 14% of the rated converter volt-
amps based on 
 sin( )rms rmsQ V I δ=  (3.16) 
and will require  design headroom (extra capacity) of about 1% of the rated unity power 
factor volt-amp rating. For instance, a charger rated at 10 kW would need to be able to 
handle 0.1 kW beyond its rated power. Typically, such headroom is built into chargers in 
the design phase to meet reliability standards. Notice that since the distortion limits the 
phase shift magnitude, reactive power can only be provided in a limited amount, and 
when the vehicle is charging. This analysis shows that reactive power support can be ob-
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tained with the pure unidirectional charger shown in Figure 3.2. It also opens up more 
possibilities for V2G reactive power support implementation.   
 An active PFC front end likely to be used in most electric and plug-in hybrid ve-
hicles, as shown in Figure 3.3, supports arbitrary phase shifts (lead or lag) beyond 8°. 
This allows much higher reactive power support than the diode bridge PFC shown in 
Figure 3.2 without distortion of the input current, as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.  
 
 
Figure 3.7: Input current waveform with 30° phase lead  
 
Figure 3.8: Input current waveform with 30° phase lag 
 The active PFC front end can be considered as an alternative for extensive reac-
tive power support capability. The only limitation is the charger volt-amp rating, as the 
input current must increase in magnitude to maintain the real charging power demand. 
Real power flow is presumed to be restricted to one direction, although active PFC can 
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support reverse power flow in principle. As shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, a 30° 
phase shift would provide reactive power support at roughly 58% of the real charging 
power. It would also require the charger to handle a roughly 15% increase in its unity 
power factor volt-amps capacity. This would have to be provided for during the design 
phase of the charger. Thus, the EV charger would have a defined reactive power capacity 
rating. Notice that an EV charger with an active PFC can provide reactive power support 
even when the battery is not charging, if the vehicle remains connected to the grid. A 
phase shift of 90° would cause the charger to supply or absorb only reactive power with-
out any real power flowing into the battery. 
 An implementation strategy could entail the response of each charging EV to its 
local voltage. When it senses an input voltage below or above a certain threshold, it in-
jects or absorbs a defined amount of reactive power (depending on the voltage level 
sensed), possibly from a look-up table. A look-up table is useful because, although a sig-
nificant penetration of EVs can influence the grid voltage, a single EV cannot. Thus, a 
controller such as a PI voltage regulator will not be applicable. 
 Local voltage support by EVs will be beneficial to distribution systems experienc-
ing a voltage sag or rise. It will also have the long-term impact of reducing bills to con-
sumers. Many household loads are constant impedance (loads whose power consumption 
proportionally follows the applied voltage) and as such higher local voltages will imply 
higher current draw and thus higher kWh consumed. Another benefit of EVs acting as 
“reactive power generators” is that they are located at the load concentration, and hence it 
is more economical to have them provide reactive power support. Thus, reactive losses 
that would have occurred due to the transportation of reactive power from conventional 
generating units located far away from load centers are reduced.  
 3.3.2
An experiment to demonstrate the reactive power support capability discussed previously 
is shown in 
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Figure 3.16: Demonstration of EV local voltage support 
 
 
 From Figure 3.15, phase shift gives the required angle difference between the 
voltage and current, thus determining the amount of reactive power injected or absorbed. 
This experiment serves as a proof of concept regarding EV voltage support. 
3.4 Feeder Load Management 
Price control is an effective way to guide power scheduling, as the main goal of any EV 
or PHEV owner is to minimize charging costs. The utility will send a high price signal to 
encourage less power draw at times of high demand and low price signals to increase 
power draw.  Given a certain geographical area, there will be a non-uniform distribution 
of EVs and PHEVs on feeders serving that area. As the penetration of EVs and PHEVs 
increases, some feeders could experience overloading if every vehicle is trying to charge 
at roughly the same rate and time. Assuming pricing can be done down to the feeder lev-
el, sending a high price signal to relieve loading will cause all vehicles to reduce their 
power draw. However, this will become an unstable mechanism as the moment the feeder 
becomes less loaded, the price of electricity at that feeder will become lower, thus en-
couraging every connected vehicle to increase power draw and so forth. Two methods 
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below are proposed to get around this. It should be noted that any method of feeder man-
agement must maintain the required energy guarantee.  
3.4.1 Feeder peak load reduction with time-shifted prices 
Peak feeder loading could be reduced by sending sets of charging EVs different price 
signals. With this strategy, EVs that have indicated a charging intent at a particular time, 
and the same desired charging completion time, will be given time-shifted electricity 
prices. Time-shifted prices are electricity price signals that take on the same values but at 
different times. It should be noted that EV owners will still pay for charging at the same 
price rate, but will have different charging profiles.  It is assumed that each vehicle will 
communicate its charge request to the grid operator and will receive a price signal to 
guide its scheduling. Power-draw scheduling based on the time-shifted pricing mecha-
nism would be useful to the grid operator in managing EVs charging on heavily loaded 
feeders as it would prevent them drawing the same power at the same time. 
3.4.2 Feeder peak load reduction with charging cost function weight 
The utility can directly control the values of α in (2.2) to alter the charging profiles of 
EVs when necessary. For instance, the utility can weigh a particular charging sub-period 
(k) heavily (setting αk of the targeted EV or set of EVs charging cost function to a large 
value) leading to a drastic reduction of power draw.  The value of αk changes the charg-
ing cost function value and as such affects the optimal charging schedule.  
 Implementation will involve the utility communicating these values to the charg-
ing vehicles as the need arises. The vehicles then update their schedule to reflect this 
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change. With this method, the utility can respond appropriately to excessive feeder load-
ing should the need arise. 
3.4.3 Feeder peak load reduction with utility-controlled power draw 
The utility is completely responsible for scheduling power draw of each EV that has re-
quested energy. Scheduling is done using the formulation of (2.7). In this work, the aim 
of a utility-controlled charge schedule is to minimize the hourly power draw. This has the 
benefit of maximally utilizing the resources of the utility and minimizing the losses on 
the distribution feeder as a result of multiple charging EVs. 
3.5 Benefit of Charging Flexibility 
This section explores further the potential of EV participation in the electricity market as 
DRRs. Unidirectional charging EVs can participate in the DAM by bidding their charg-
ing flexibility (as load curtailment) in the DAM. They are then modeled as DRRs. For 
instance, an EV owner who desires 100% charge each day may be willing to accept 75%, 
and offer 25% curtailment in the DAM, possibly spread across specific hours and at spe-
cific prices. If the offer is below the market clearing price (MCP), the offer is accepted. It 
is assumed that if the offer is rejected, then 100% must be provided to the owner. The 
MCP is set by the most expensive generating unit used to meet the demand in a sub-
period. In the absence of DRRs, it is set by supply-side resources. At periods of high de-
mand, more expensive peaking units are required, resulting in price spikes. With a signif-
icant number of EVs curtailing their charging energy, these price spikes can be averted or 
reduced. It is emphasized that load curtailment is solely at the discretion of the EV own-
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er; thus, if an EV owner decides not to offer curtailment, the utility is obliged to serve the 
requested energy. 
3.5.1 Impact of offering charging flexibility on DAMs 
In this section, the benefit of charging flexibility in DAMs is explored. The ISO runs the 
DAM for meeting the needs of the next 24 hours and collects offers and bids from the 
generators, DRRs and load serving entities for the scheduling horizon under considera-
tion. This information is used to determine the MCP and market clearing quantities. For 
each sub-period, the ISO constructs the supply curve from the generator and DRR offers 
and the demand curve from the bids of the load-serving entities. The market is then 
cleared with the outcome representing the LMPs at each node of the system [42]. This is 
done by the ISO formulating and solving the following optimization problem: 
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where ξb̅(pb̅) represents the marginal bid function of pure electricity buyers b̅, and ζs(ps) 
represents the marginal offer function of the sellers. The marginal demand-bid function 
of the EVs participating as DRRs is given by ξb̂(pb̂) for the purchase of p kWh and the   
marginal offer function for curtailment is given by ζb̂(p̂b̂) for the curtailment of p̂ kWh. 
 Every buyer b̂ ϵ B̂ represents an EV requesting energy as an electricity buyer, and 
a seller    of charging flexibility (which translates into curtailment) as a DRR. The param-
eter λ is the dual variable associated with the demand-supply balance constraint of (3.17). 
The free rider problem [42] is explicitly avoided by enforcing p̂	≤p. This prevents EVs 
from offering load curtailment greater than their demand. As a result, the net demand of 
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an EV b̂ is the non-negative term (p-p̂) kWh. The optimal solution of (3.17) gives the 
MCP [λ*] of the DAM and the cleared demand. The cleared demand of each EV whose 
offer of curtailment was accepted is given as [p*-p̂*]. The total cleared demand for the 
market given by 
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takes into account the total load curtailment offered by each EV. As a result, Eq. (3.18) is 
less than the net demand without EVs offering curtailment. This reduction in load could 
cause a reduction in the MCP and is explained with the demand-supply curves of Figure 
3.17–Figure 3.19. It is assumed that there is ample transmission capacity. 
 The offer for an EV participating as a DRR in a sub-period k is given in a price 
quantity pair (, ). If the offer price η for load curtailment  is less than the MCP   
( < 	), the offer is accepted. This is illustrated in Figure 3.17. The ISO uses the sup-
ply curve to meet a new load ( −  = 	) resulting in a price reduction of 	 − 	, 
as shown in Figure 3.19. The total savings to the LSEs is given by  ( − 	) ∗ 	 and 
the DRRs are paid d ∗ 	 for their curtailment efforts. Therefore, each kW of demand 
pays an additional amount given by 
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and as such, the price to the LSEs is given by 
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Figure 3.17: Day-ahead market clearing mechanism 
In Figure 3.18, it can be seen that load curtailment in the presence of price responsive 
loads may not always lead to price reduction, as it depends on the supply curve. Figure 
3.19 illustrates a scenario in which the load curtailment results in a price reduction of the 
MCP. 
 
 
Figure 3.18: Illustration of load curtailment without price decrease 
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of price decrease with load curtailment 
 With EVs participating as DRRs in the market, it is assumed that they will be 
exposed to wholesale energy costs and thus will have an incentive to respond to price 
changes. To put this in context, suppose an EV owner offers a load curtailment of 25% of 
its total desired charging energy and the offer is entirely accepted. The remaining 75% 
required may be subject to price changes, such that if the price is too high, the owner may 
desire only a fraction of it and not the total 75%. Similarly, the EV owner may not want             
to offer the entire 25% curtailment at a single price and may split it into different price     
ranges. This reduces the odds of the entire offer being completely rejected. 
 The impact of EVs offering charging flexibility (load curtailment) in the DAM is 
strong when there is significant penetration of these vehicles. Thus, to study this impact, 
the EVs are assumed to be aggregated and the combined load curtailment is offered in the 
DAM with each vehicle sharing the revenue according to the magnitude of its curtail-
ment. It is assumed that an EV offering load curtailment is capable of adapting to an en-
ergy shortfall. This is more closely aligned with PHEVs which have an alternative source 
of energy (gasoline energy) as a back-up for meeting driving needs. However, they have 
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a smaller battery capacity. The penetration level as well as curtailment magnitude needed 
for significant benefits to both owners and the grid will be investigated in Chapter 4. 
3.6 Simplifying V2G Participation 
Due to the level of complexity involved in V2G participation, an EV owner probably 
would be unwilling to directly perform the necessary tasks. An aggregator responsible for 
the EV’s energy schedule could perform these services with the owner’s permission. The 
EV owner would specify preferences such as desired time of load curtailment, amount of 
load curtailment, level of ancillary service provision, etc. In return, the aggregator would 
pay each participating EV in the form of bill credits, or price breaks in charging rates for 
the level of V2G participation as well as scheduling power draw. A preference worksheet 
detailing possible V2G services (such as ancillary services, load curtailment, etc.) an EV 
can provide, and its associated benefits (price breaks), could be filled out during initial 
signup with the aggregator. (The aggregator would walk through it with each owner.) 
These worksheets could be in the form of a questionnaire that documents the owner’s 
preferences for different V2G services, and can be updated any time at the owner’s dis-
cretion. From that point onwards, the aggregator would use this information for the V2G 
participation. The EV owner would only need to specify the desired energy amount.   
 Alternatively, an EV charger can be automated to offer V2G services on the own-
er’s behalf. This can be done via the installed charger communication mechanism on the 
owner’s behalf. During initial signup, a worksheet similar to the aggregator worksheet 
described previously would be filled out by the owner via a web or smartphone applica-
tion. This application would walk through various V2G services and associated benefits. 
The owners in turn would select services they are most comfortable providing. These 
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preferences can be updated from time to time. The charger would automatically deter-
mine the level of services to provide during charging from that time onwards using the 
owner preference as a guide, thus simplifying the EV owner role.  
3.7 Safety 
Safety is a crucial issue when considering the benefits of unidirectional charging EVs. 
The cost associated with the safety implementation of unidirectional chargers is lower 
than that of bidirectional chargers, as power flow is controlled to be in only one direction. 
To illustrate the point, consider a bidirectionally capable converter shown in Figure 3.3 
whose power flow is restricted to one direction. A simple safety feature using a diode pair 
located in the vehicle (placed in the battery’s charging current path) as shown in Figure 
3.20 completely protects against any reverse current flow. Even in the event of a short at 
the connector terminals of the vehicle, no reverse current will flow from the battery as a 
result of this relatively simple safety feature. This kind of safety feature will benefit own-
ers and aid in consumer acceptance of electric vehicles as it is relatively cheap to imple-
ment. In a charger permitting reverse current flow, such simple protection is not applica-
ble. Furthermore, a unidirectional charger does not need to comply with stringent IEEE 
1547 anti-islanding stipulations as it does not feed active power into the grid [43].  
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Figure 3.20: Simplicity of safety implementation in unidirectional V2G 
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CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 Unidirectional Vehicle-to-Grid Benefits 
The focus of this chapter is to simulate the scale of benefits obtainable from a unidirec-
tional charger and evaluation of the impact on the power system. Cost benefits to both 
EV owners and LSEs will be investigated. Also, the impact of proper power-draw sched-
uling on the scale of benefits obtained as the level of penetration of EVs increases will be 
discussed. In this chapter, “penetration” refers to the portion of total system load attribut-
ed to charging EVs. 
4.1.1 Benefits to EV owners 
The annual charging cost for an EV whose charging cost function is governed by (2.1) is 
simulated over a year with an hourly price profile following the prevailing LMP (similar 
to that shown in Figure 1.3) and a flat retail rate of $0.12/kWh. Each EV charging param-
eter is taken from Nissan Leaf specifications with a 24 kWh battery [44] that requires 20 
kWh each day. The maximum charging rate is set at 6.6 kW, corresponding to level 2 
charging from a 240 V, 30 A circuit. For the purpose of this simulation, the ac current 
draw is limited to 27.5 A. It is assumed that in the hourly pricing structure, the estimated 
hourly prices of Figure 1.3 are known at the time of plug-in. Retail rate is charged for 
every kW above a charging rate limit of 3.3 kW, except when higher charging rates are 
permitted by the utility. In this scenario, it is assumed that the vehicles plug in at 9:00 pm 
and disconnect at 7:00 am, giving a 10 h interval for nighttime charging. It is also as-
sumed that vehicles are connected between 9:00 am and 6:00 pm during the day. Each 
EV is assumed to request 10 kWh each charging period.  It should be noted that there 
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may be instances when an EV owner will have a contractual arrangement to charge at a 
given level set by α in (2.2). Under such an agreement, the retail rate coefficient θ in (2.3) 
will not apply as long as the arrangement is kept. Also, the utility-enforced charge rate 
limit can be computed based on a minimum charge period that EV owners with a given 
energy request amount are required to provide. An EV owner will be billed the retail rate 
for power above this limit. 
 A simulation is done for different values of α to illustrate the incentives an EV 
owner could obtain with power-draw slackness and keeping the power draw within rea-
sonable limits. The charging profiles for charging done at night and during the day are 
illustrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. It is observed from Figure 4.3 that at a higher 
charging rate, the cost is greater than at a lower charging rate for the same amount of 
energy. It further illustrates the cost benefits associated with power-draw slackness and 
an hourly pricing structure. A savings of $440 in this example would serve as an incen-
tive to encourage power-draw slackness. Furthermore, Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2  also 
illustrate the response of the charging EV to electricity prices, thus aligning its charging 
profile with prevailing power system conditions. These figures highlight the benefits of 
the hourly pricing structure described in Chapter 1.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: EV daytime charging profile  
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Figure 4.2: EV nighttime charging profile 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Annual charging cost to EV owners 
4.1.2 Benefits of power-draw slackness to load serving entities (LSEs) 
The IEEE 118-bus system is used as a representative power system test bed for this simu-
lation. The load profile shape shown in Figure 4.4 is obtained from a scaled version of the 
historical load data (2009) available on the New England ISO website [24]. In this simu-
lation scenario, it is assumed that there are 118 aggregated sets of EVs with one set con-
nected at each bus. An EV penetration level of 5%, 12% and 20% at each node, relative 
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power-draw scheduling formulation given in (2.1) are used to find the cleared hourly 
prices over a simulation year. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Total system demand for the simulation year 
 The MATPOWER OPF solver [45] is used to solve the optimization problem of 
(3.17). Using α=0.1 in (2.1) as a reference, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 illustrate the reduc-
tion in the LSEs’ cost to meet the demand for the 118-bus power system model during 
each quarter of the simulation year when α=0.5 and 2. The magnitude of the savings 
highlights the impact of an appropriate charging schedule on the LMPs with a significant 
penetration of EVs. 
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters 
EV model Nissan Leaf 
Battery capacity 24 kWh  
Maximum charge rate 6.6 kW level II charging @240VAC 
Test power system IEEE 118 bus system 
Daily Energy needs 20 kWh (10 kWh each charging period) 
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Figure 4.5: Quarterly cost savings to LSEs with 20% penetration 
 From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that a 0.8% cost reduction is achieved in the third 
quarter of the simulation year. With a 20% penetration of EVs, a 7% cost reduction is 
achieved by the LSEs as shown in Figure 4.6. This is a system-wide amount with sub-
stantial impact given the magnitude of loads served by the LSEs. 
 
Figure 4.6: Quarterly cost savings to LSEs with a 20% penetration 
4.1.3 Offering of charging flexibility in the DAM 
In this section, the case of an EV owner willing to accept an energy shortfall in return for 
income is considered. It needs to be emphasized that load curtailment must be accepted 
by the EV owner. The utility is obliged to serve energy as demanded. Using the same 
IEEE 118 bus system and the same vehicle parameters summarized in Table 4.1, the scale 
of savings to both EV owners and the utility is quantified for this scenario. The impact on 
the LMP prices is investigated for various levels of charging load curtailment. This simu-
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lation case study considers only daytime charging from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm for a particu-
lar summer day, since load curtailment is more valuable during the day. Furthermore, it is 
assumed that there is adequate transmission capability to supply the loads. 
 Figure 4.7 shows the impact of charging flexibility on the LMPs on the simulation 
day at an EV penetration of 20% (% of system’s total load) with daily curtailment levels 
of 10%, 20%, and 30%.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Impact on LMPs at a 20% penetration 
 As shown, a 30% load curtailment with a 20% EV penetration yields a 9% de-
crease in the LMP from $57 to $52 between 10:00 am and 11:00 am, and represents a 9% 
decrease in the LSE expense during that hour. This is very significant given that the 
LMPs apply also to “non EV loads” in the system, and thus would result in profound sav-
ings. It is observed that between 2:00 pm and 6:00 pm, the prices at different curtailment 
levels are the same. This will happen if the batteries are already full by 2:00 pm and ef-
fectively have zero penetration; in other words, there is no load to curtail. 
 The expected annual revenue for EV owners offering charging flexibility in the 
DAM is shown in Figure 4.8. The EV owners are assumed to request 20 kWh of energy 
daily from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm for the simulation year. It is evident that an EV owner 
willing to offer a higher curtailment receives more revenue. PHEVs with bigger batteries 
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could be very useful, as they are less sensitive to an energy shortfall because of a fuel-
driven engine. The only caveat is that the sensitivity of PHEVs to an energy shortfall 
depends on the price of gasoline and immediate driving needs. For instance, the gasoline 
cost per mile for a Chevrolet Volt is roughly $0.11 based on $4/gal gasoline and a 35 
mpg driving efficiency. From Figure 4.3, owners offering power-draw slackness would 
pay $428 in charging cost (roughly $0.06/kWh). Based on a 10 kWh, 33 mile range, this 
translates to roughly $0.02/mile. Hence there is little incentive to accept the cost penalty 
associated with fuel. Load curtailment would likely be offered only if the remainder en-
ergy request (less curtailed load) is enough to meet owner’s immediate driving needs. 
The owner could then complete charging during off-peak periods. 
 
Figure 4.8: Annual revenue to EV owners from owner permitted load curtailment 
 
 An EV owner offering 50% curtailment in the DAM generates annual revenue of 
$178 dollars, as shown in Figure 4.8. This curtailment level represents an average. Thus, 
it is possible that an EV owner may bid less on certain days and more on others depend-
ing on the distance of travel. Load curtailment could be encouraged by offering attractive 
price incentives.  
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4.1.4 Ancillary service levels 
Considering the charging profile on a typical day as illustrated in Figure 3.1, the amount 
of regulation-up and -down capacity for different charging profiles is evaluated. In this 
case study, three scheduled charging profiles corresponding to a Nissan Leaf, Toyota 
Prius, and a Tesla Roadster are considered. The vehicle energy request parameters and 
charging levels are summarized in Tables 4.2–4.4. In this scenario, the vehicles are 
plugged in at 9:00 pm and are required to complete charging by 7:00 am the following 
day, allowing a 10 h charging period, and requesting the maximum amount of energy that 
can be supplied to the battery. The goal is to quantify the regulation capacity levels pos-
sible with these EV models. The ancillary service levels of these charging EV models are 
compared to quantify the active and reactive power regulation capacity obtainable. A 
regulation-up signal implies a decrease in charging while a regulation-down signal im-
plies an increase in charging. The dynamic regulation signal used to dispatch the EVs is 
obtained from historical regulation signal data available at the PJM’s website [29] with 
an hour snapshot given in Figure 4.9. Positive ratios correspond to a regulation-down 
request and vice versa. 
 
 
Table 4.2: Toyota Prius energy parameters 
EV model Toyota Prius 
Battery capacity[46] 5 kWh  
Maximum charge rate 1.5 kW, level I charging @120VAC 
Energy request 5 kWh 
 
Table 4.3: Tesla Roadster energy parameters 
EV model Tesla Roadster 
Battery capacity[47] 56 kWh  
Maximum charge rate 16.8 kW, level II charging @240VAC, 70A 
Energy request 56 kWh 
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Table 4.4: Nissan Leaf energy parameters 
EV model Nissan Leaf 
Battery capacity[44] 24 kWh  
Maximum charge rate 6.6 kW, level II charging @240VAC, 30A 
Energy request 20 kWh 
 The charge schedule is obtained using the formulation of (2.1) with α=2. This is 
done to encourage “slackness” in the specified charging duration, thus increasing the 
length of time the vehicles will be available for regulation purposes. It should be noted 
that a unidirectional charger can only provide these services while charging. Thus, the 
utility could encourage EV owners through incentives to give up charging control. The 
utility can schedule charging in such a way that a subset of EV customers charge at any 
given time. In this way, unidirectional V2G ancillary services can be provided hourly 
without deficiencies in some hours. This is discussed further in Section 4.2.1 
 
Figure 4.9: Hour snapshot of PJM's dynamic regulation signal 
 Nighttime charging profiles for the three EVs while performing regulation ser-
vices are shown in Figure 4.10. Regulation dispatch signals similar to that shown in Fig-
ure 4.9 are used to command the EV’s charger to increase or decrease its charging rate 
from the scheduled POP as shown in Figure 4.10. Using the Prius as a reference, it is 
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observed that the Leaf and Roadster have a much higher active power regulation capacity 
by virtue of their larger energy capacity and higher charging rate limit. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.11, the maximum regulation capacity available with the Roadster is roughly an or-
der of magnitude greater than that of the Prius. This is readily observed noting that the 
energy capacity of the Roadster is more than an order of magnitude larger than that of the 
Prius. It is emphasized that the capacity of a unidirectional charging EV to perform regu-
lation services depends on the magnitude of its energy request at each charging sub-
period and its charging rate limit. Once fully charged, the vehicle must stop provided 
ancillary services. Even so, as shown in Figure 4.10, a suitable charge profile ensures that 
capacity is available over the entire charging period for regulation services. Notice that 
the profile avoids negative values. If this can be maintained, a unidirectional charger can 
be used to reap the full benefits of regulation.  
 The length of time the EVs are available for regulation purposes follows directly 
from the power-draw slackness offered. Figure 4.10 shows that the EVs are available 
most of the charging period due to the charger’s power-draw slackness and can provide 
regulation services without the need for reverse current flow. It is important to note that a 
charger not offering power-draw slackness can provide only limited regulation service. 
With α=0 in (2.2) (no slackness), the availability of the EVs during charging is reduced, 
as shown in Figure 4.12.  
 Figure 4.13  illustrates the hourly regulation capacity profile of the Leaf when 
power-draw slackness is not offered. Notice that the regulation capacity is zero almost the 
entire charging period. 
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Figure 4.10: Charging profile of EVs performing regulation services (α=2) 
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Figure 4.11: Amount of regulation capacity provided 
   
 
Figure 4.12: EV charging profile without flexibility 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Impact on the availability of the Leaf for regulation service 
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 Utilizing the charging profiles of Figure 4.10 and the results of reactive power 
capability analysis done in Chapter 3, the level of reactive power support possible from 
the EV models under consideration is obtained. In this scenario, it is assumed that these 
vehicles plug in at 9:00 pm and need a full charge (specified in Tables 4.2–4.4) by 7:00 
am. The chargers are assumed to have the topology shown in Figure 3.3. The reactive 
power absorption profiles of the vehicles for the duration of the charging period are de-
picted in Figure 4.14–Figure 4.15 for respective 6° and 30° phase shift. 
 
Figure 4.14: Reactive power absorption capacity available at a 6° phase shift 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Reactive power absorption capacity at 30° phase shift 
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 Figure 4.14 illustrates the reactive power injection capacity of the three vehicles 
charging with a phase shift angle of 6°. In Figure 4.15, the reactive power capacity of 
each of these models is quantified with a 30° phase shift. It is evident from the figure 
values that significant EV penetration will result in significant reactive power support 
capacity. Putting it in context, Table 4.5 shows the average reactive power support capac-
ity of each EV, charging on a distribution feeder, and at different penetration levels dur-
ing the charging period specified previously. The distribution feeder is assumed to serve a 
roughly 11 MW load. 
 
Table 4.5: Average reactive power support 
EV 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
Prius [kVAR] 68 136 204 272 341 
Leaf [kVAR] 327 655 982 1309 1636 
Roadster [kVAR] 764 1527 2909 3055 3818 
 According to [48], a feeder serving a ten MVA load could have a one MVAR 
reactive power requirement. Assuming the distribution feeder model has a one MVAR 
requirement, from Table 4.5, a 10% penetration of Prius cars could provide 7.5% of the 
feeder’s reactive power requirement. This is significant given that the Prius battery ca-
pacity is relatively small compared to the other EV models. Thus, much higher reactive 
power support is possible. 
4.1.5 Revenue from regulation service 
In this section, the revenue obtained from regulation services is quantified. Four EVs 
with varying energy requests are considered. This case study is summarized in Table 4.6. 
The simulation is run for a year to determine the revenue generated by regulation ser-
vices. Equation (3.1) is used to compute capacity payments received by EV owners. The 
regulation capacity prices are obtained from historical RMCPs for the PJM interconnec-
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tion [29]. Figure 4.16 quantifies the annual revenue generated by the EVs for this simula-
tion scenario.  
 
Table 4.6: Ancillary service revenue case study 
 Ereq[kWh] Pmax[kW] Time-in Time-out 
A 5 1.5 9pm 7am 
B 10 3.3 9pm 7am 
C 15 6.6 9pm 7am 
D 20 6.6 9pm 7am 
 
 
Figure 4.16: Annual revenue from ancillary services 
 V2G benefits received by an EV owner for providing regulation services and of-
fering power-draw slackness would be reflected in the form of a price reduction in charg-
ing costs as shown in  Figure 4.17a and b. It is observed from Figure 4.17a and b that the 
cost benefits from offering power-draw slackness as well as regulation services is more 
profound for an EV owner with a higher energy request. From Figure 4.17b , an EV own-
er requesting 20 kWh daily saves $639 dollars in charging expense (74% reduction in 
charging cost) by allowing power-draw slackness as well as by providing regulation ser-
vices. Revenue from regulation services makes up 21% of the charging cost savings.  
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Figure 4.17: Net charging cost incorporating ancillary service revenue 
4.1.6 Feeder load management 
The effect of sending variable price signals on feeder loading is simulated on a modified 
IEEE 13-node test feeder from [49]. EVs of varying penetration levels are attached to 
each node. The feeder nodes are also fitted with historical residential power consumption 
data from [25]. The system is built and simulated in the MATLAB SIMULINK environ-
ment, and the effect on the feeder load is observed.  Each EV requests 20 kWh of energy 
from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am. The connected EVs charge according to different price signals 
sent by the utility. This aims to prevent multiple EVs from charging at the same rate and 
time, thus reducing the feeder load. It is imperative to keep the feeder within its ratings in 
order to maintain reliability of service. The figure shows the feeder load profile for EV 
charging based on fixed prices and charging based on time-shifted prices. Figure 4.18 
shows results for 9.5% and 13% decrease in the peak feeder load for a 20% and 40% (% 
of total feeder load) EV penetration when time-shifted price signals are dispatched.  
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Figure 4.18: Feeder load with price based charger control 
 Peak feeder loading could be minimized by maximizing the EV load factor. This 
can be achieved with full utility control of EV charging. To illustrate this, the formulation 
of (2.7) is solved for the previously given scenario. Figure 4.19 compares the feeder load 
profile for utility-controlled EV charging and price-based charging. The figure shows a 
12% and 18% decrease in the peak feeder load for a 20%  and 40% EV penetration re-
spectively when the utility fully controls EV charging with the aim of minimizing the 
system’s peak load.  
 
Figure 4.19: Feeder load with utility control 
 Another technique for managing feeder load is investigated under the assumption 
that the utility can interrupt the charging of EVs. If the feeder becomes heavily loaded, 
the utility can interrupt a scheduled charging profile by communicating an updated value 
of α with the aim of reducing the charging rate and relieving the feeders. Suppose, there 
is an excess amount of energy to be absorbed and the feeder can handle that power draw 
level without violating its limits. Then the utility can cause an increase in the charging 
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rate by updating α as shown in Figure 4.20. As shown, a charger plugged in at 9:00 pm 
receives an updated α for its charging cost function given by (2.1) at 12:00 am. With α=0, 
the utility intends to have the charger increase its charging power during the period of 
12:00 am to 3:00 am to absorb excess energy from the system. In another scenario, α is 
set to a large value to discourage charging during the aforementioned period in an attempt 
to keep a heavily loaded feeder within its limit.  
 
 
Figure 4.20: Charging profile with utility interruption 
4.2 Discussion  
Two possibilities have been identified: charger control, and utility control, to gain V2G 
benefits discussed. With a charger control, the EV owner is completely responsible for 
charging. The charger responds to a utility-provided hourly pricing schedule (essentially 
an LMP with a mark-up to cover various surcharges) to ensure that charge scheduling 
reflects prevailing power system conditions. In hourly pricing, the uncertainty in the LMP 
is hedged against as the utility provides the price signal in advance. However, the notion 
of LMP might seem confusing and subsequently discouraging to most potential adopters. 
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In practice, simplicity and ease of use will be of utmost importance to most EV owners. 
Charger-led control could involve connection with the utility directly or through aggrega-
tors. In utility control, the utility must meet the energy need of each EV customer. While 
there could be many ways the utility might schedule power draw, here, the focus was on 
minimizing feeder loading by maximizing the load factor of the charging EVs. Utility 
control could also be implemented by the utility itself or through aggregators.  
  The results in this work indicate profound benefits to LSEs and EV owners with 
suitable methods of power-draw scheduling. The utility may choose to encourage EV 
owners to adopt V2G methods in exchange for attractive price incentives reflecting the 
level of participation. This can be accomplished with an aggregator having a contractual 
agreement stipulating terms and conditions to each EV owner. The aggregator, in turn, 
presents this aggregated offer to the utility. The price breaks presented to each EV owner 
are considered a bundled package incorporating the remunerations for the level of control 
given up to the utility. All the EV owner has to do is to be connected to the grid, thus 
simplifying adoption. It should be noted that these price rates do not have to be flat. They 
could be dependent on the time of day when the EV owner is willing to charge. At an 
agreed upon charging price, the aggregator, on the utility’s behalf, will be in control of 
charging and is responsible for meeting the energy needs of its subscribers and bills them 
accordingly. The utility in turn sees only the aggregator’s load and not the individual EV. 
4.2.1 V2G Benefits: bidirectional vs. unidirectional charging 
  Given that a bidirectional charger must support an energy guarantee (since EVs 
are energy loads), and that the charging rate is limited by the battery, V2G regulation 
services from bidirectional flow makes sense with a charged battery. Unidirectional V2G 
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benefits are only obtainable from a charging battery.  A charged 24 kWh battery (20 kWh 
stored) with a bidirectional charger and a maximum power transfer capability of 6.6 kW 
would have a maximum regulation capacity of 6.6 kW (can charge and discharge the bat-
tery at a maximum rate of 6.6 kW). From Figure 4.11, the Nissan Leaf equipped with a 
unidirectional charger (parameters given in Table 4.4), and with a 20 kWh energy re-
quest, has a maximum hourly regulation capacity of about 3 kW. Thus, a unidirectional 
EV charging penetration level roughly twice that of a bidirectional EV penetration would 
be needed to equalize the regulation service levels. Furthermore, since unidirectional 
V2G benefits can only be obtained while charging is ongoing, the utility might schedule 
EVs to draw power in a manner such that there is a subset of EVs charging hourly subject 
to owner preferences. The required penetration level discussed above would still apply to 
this subset. 
 Utilities may not be willing to pay an EV owner with a bidirectionally capable 
charger for regulation energy dispatch but only for capacity, because to guarantee energy 
delivery, the net energy dispatch must be zero by the time of the customer’s use (the EV 
battery is acting only as an energy storage medium). In other words, a battery performing 
regulation services should not lose energy by the time of disconnection. Thus, a payment 
for energy dispatch would be tantamount to double payment. In terms of cost benefits, a 
bidirectional charger with an hourly regulation capacity of 6.6 kW (maximum power 
transfer limit) generates roughly $480 dollars annually in revenue with a $0.02/kWh 
RMCP. To account for the cost of battery degradation, a lithium-ion battery is expected 
to achieve up to one million cycles at 3% depth of discharge (DOD) [20]. According to 
[20], 3% DOD would likely be needed for regulation services. The lifetime energy 
throughput in kWh is given by  
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 et n sL C E DOD=  (4.1) 
where Cn is the number of cycles and Es is the battery capacity.  The battery degradation 
cost (due to regulation) is given by 
 
bat
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L
=  (4.2) 
where cbat is the cost of the battery in dollars. With a conservative EV battery cost esti-
mate of $400/kWh, a 24 kWh battery would incur roughly $0.014/kWh for every kWh of 
energy removed from the battery for regulation. The annual battery degradation cost be-
comes about $335/year, yielding a benefit of $146 when netted with the revenue generat-
ed from regulation services. This analysis is done under the assumption that the charger 
provides hourly regulation services at 6.6 kW for a daily 10 h period.  
 In comparison to a unidirectional EV charger with a daily 20 kWh energy request, 
and a 10 h charging period, an annual revenue of $130 can be received by performing 
regulation services as shown in Figure 4.16. Notice that bidirectional capability only adds 
a 12% increase in annual revenue with this scenario. When costs associated with safety 
and complex metering issues are included, this value might become negative.   It should 
also be emphasized that bidirectional power flow does not yield extra cost savings for 
LSEs. During the charging phase, a bidirectional charger is subject to the same power-
draw scheduling schemes discussed previously, with the same cost savings as achieved 
with a unidirectional charger. Also, a unidirectional charger can provide the same level of 
reactive power support as a bidirectional charger. As discussed in Chapter 3, a unidirec-
tional charger with an active PFC front end can continue to provide reactive power even 
when the client battery is fully charged. Since unidirectional and bidirectional power 
transfer rates are limited to the same value by the battery, bidirectional power flow does 
not add any extra capability to the level of EV reactive power support. In summary, given 
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a higher EV penetration level, nearly all bidirectional V2G benefits can be obtained with 
unidirectional power flow. 
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CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, power-draw scheduling strategies and the vehicle-to-grid benefits obtaina-
ble from a unidirectional charger were explored. The use of an efficient price schedule to 
incentivize owners to respond according to prevailing power system conditions in the 
simulation model shows significant charging cost savings that would encourage EV own-
ers to participate in V2G programs. From the LSE’s perspective, an appropriate schedul-
ing strategy results in a wholesale price reduction and significant cost savings to serve the 
system load. Key aspects are the development of a scheduling strategy and quantification 
of the ancillary service levels available to vehicles with varying battery capacity. The 
impact of EVs participating as DRRs on LMPs in the day-ahead markets highlights the 
significance of appropriate scheduling and charging flexibility. Furthermore, the ability to 
co-ordinate charging in a “crowded” feeder proves extremely useful during periods of 
heavy loading with a simple concept of time-shifted price signaling and utility-controlled 
scheduling. 
 The results showed significant regulation service capacity over long periods of 
time when charging is spread over time. This was enforced using the charging cost func-
tion and pricing strategy. An EV requesting to charge at its maximum for a short time has 
significantly less ancillary service capability than one willing to offer some “slackness” 
in the charging schedule. The benefits associated with offering charging “slackness” 
would encourage EV owners to do so. Also, the ability of an EV to participate in the elec-
tricity market leads to a reduction in the LMP, thus yielding savings for the LSEs and EV 
owners. 
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 The deployment of V2G methods poses new challenges for engineers. On one 
end, the EV owners will have to adjust to the new status as demand-side participants, and 
on the other, the electricity market will have to adjust to the concept of active demand-
side participation by small-scale customers. These problems offer new research opportu-
nities. Future work could involve extensive collaboration with the industry in developing 
pilot programs to test these ideas. Furthermore, the development of tools needed for uni-
directional V2G deployment, such as communication and software test beds, offer several 
avenues for future research. 
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B.1: Diode bridge PFC 
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